Approved Climates and Oceans Courses

Highlighted courses offered Spring 2024

**GEO 338J** Marine Geology

**GEO 347D** Global Warming

**GEO 347G** Climate System Modeling

**GEO 371C** pre-approved topics only:
- Climate Systems & Discussions
- Glaciology
- Marine Geology
- Paleo-Oceanography

**GEO 371T** Paleoclimatology

**GEO 377P** Physical Climatology

**GRG 330W** Water and Watersheds

**GRG 333K** Climate Change

**GRG 356T** pre-approved topics only:
- Envir. Change & Mgmt. Large Rivers

**BIO 456L** Limnology

**MNS 320** Marine Ecology\(^1\)

**MNS 440** Limnology & Oceanography

**MNS 354T** Biological Oceanography

**MNS 354Q** Marine Environmental Science

**MNS 356** Ecosystem Oceanography

**MNS 367K** Human Exploration & Exploitation of the Sea\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) MNS 320 **may not** count for both the EVS Ecology requirement and the EVS Climates and Oceans requirement.

\(^2\) On the 2010-2012 and 2012-2014 catalogs, MNS 367K is approved to satisfy the EVS Climates and Oceans requirement; beginning on the 2014-2016 catalog, MNS 367K was moved to count toward the EVS Environmental and Sustainable Policy, Ethics and History requirement.
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